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An evolutionary approach to the study of consumer behavior engenders a deep commitment to methodological pluralism, unified

knowledge (consilience), and interdisciplinarity.  The goal of this roundtable is to have an open discussion about each of these

important epistemological benefits followed by a discussion of future research opportunities.
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Broad topic for discussion and enquiry?  
A growing number of consumer scholars are becoming interested in the application of evolutionary psychology and related biological 

formalisms to the study of consumer behavior.  The infusion of evolutionary principles in consumer behavior affords many benefits including 
increased consilience (unified knowledge) and the generation of novel hypotheses and research questions that would have otherwise been 
difficult to posit void of an evolutionary lens (Saad, 2007, 2011; Saad & Gill, 2000).  In addition to the latter two epistemological advantages, 
evolutionary psychology promotes methodological pluralism as well as a strong ethos of interdisciplinarity (Garcia et al., 2011).   Accord-
ingly, the theme of the roundtable discussion will be to highlight each of these valuable benefits by drawing on numerous examples from 
the participants’ research streams.  This will then be followed by an exploration of future avenues of research at the nexus of evolutionary 
psychology and consumer behavior.   

Motivation/purpose for organizing the round-table on this topic? 
The purpose of the roundtable discussion is to highlight the integrative capacity of evolutionary psychology in the study of consumer be-

havior along both the methodological and epistemological fronts.  In describing the state of the field of psychology, Sternberg and Grigorenko 
(2001) argued that many psychologists suffer from methodological and field fixation. Methodological fixation is well captured by Abraham 
Maslow’s famous statement: “When the only tool you have is a hammer, every problem begins to resemble a nail.”   Field fixation refers to the 
trepidation with which psychologists venture outside (if at all) of their designated sub-disciplines (e.g., social psychology, cognitive psychol-
ogy, clinical psychology, etc.).   These forms of fixation happen in many disciplines including consumer behavior.  For example, marketing 
scholars will often define themselves via the methodological approaches that drive their research streams (e.g., “I am an experimentalist,” “I 
am a modeler”), or via the main cognate disciplines in which they received their training (e.g., cultural anthropology, social psychology, etc.).  

By the very nature of its integrative meta-framework, evolutionary psychology engenders a plurality of methodological approaches 
(and dependent measures) as well as interdisciplinary pursuits, and as such reduces the likelihood of succumbing to methodological fixation.  
Furthermore, evolutionary psychology is antithetical to field fixation, as its epistemological tenets allow for its application across all of the 
behavioral sciences.  Hence, consumer psychology, social psychology, cognitive psychology, clinical psychology, and cultural psychology 
can all be tackled from an evolutionary perspective.  Evolutionary principles are not constrained by any disciplinary or sub-disciplinary 
boundaries, and in this sense offer consumer scholars the capacity to easily traverse across numerous areas of inquiry.

The participants of this roundtable have each tackled topics that would have been very difficult to broach void of a physiological/evolu-
tionary lens.  How does the menstrual cycle affect women’s consumption (Durante et al., 2011; Saad & Stenstrom, 2012)?  Does conspicuous 
consumption affect men’s testosterone levels (Saad & Vongas, 2009)? How do evolutionarily relevant primes (e.g., mating motives) affect 
individuals’ proclivity to engage in conspicuous consumption (Griskevicius et al., 2007; Sundie et al., 2011)? What are the neuronal activa-
tion patterns implicit to brand categorization (Yoon et al., 2006)? Does the sex ratio in a population affect financial decisions (Griskevicius 
et al., 2012)?  How extensively do men and women search for information prior to making a mate choice (Saad, Eba, & Sejean, 2009)?  Do 
products of popular culture (e.g., song lyrics or movie plotlines) reveal a shared and universal human nature (Saad, 2012)? Do consumers’ 
decision making styles possess genetic underpinnings (Saad & Sejean, 2010)?  Does the digit ratio affect men’s proclivity for risk taking 
(Stenstrom et al., 2011)?  Does the viewing of scantily clad women affect men’s discounting rates (Van den Bergh, Dewitte, & Warlop, 2008)?

These innovative research questions, all of which are rooted in evolutionary/biological realities, have necessitated the use of novel 
methodological approaches and dependent measures including functional magnetic resonance imaging, hormonal/salivary assays, panel 
data across a full menstrual cycle, naturalistic experiments using Porsches and decrepit sedans, content analyses of cultural products, a twins 
registry, a process-tracing computer interface, historical economic data, and anthropomorphic measurements.  This methodological diversity 
is perfectly congruent with this year’s ACR theme of “appreciating diversity.”

To reiterate, the goal is to have attendees walk away from the roundtable discussion with an appreciation of the epistemological and 
methodological pluralism afforded by an evolutionary approach.  In doing so, this will hopefully encourage ACR scholars to explore how 
evolutionary-level theorizing might complement their individual research streams. 
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Who is likely to benefit from attending the round table?
Given that the driving theme of the roundtable is methodological pluralism, consilience, and interdisciplinarity, it is hoped that this 

inclusive message will resonate with many ACR attendees.  This is precisely the point of the roundtable, namely that all consumer scholars 
stand to benefit from knowing how evolutionary principles might complement their various research streams.  Saad (2007, chapter 2) offered 
ways by which areas that consumer scholars have typically been interested in including perception, attitude formation, decision making, 
learning, motivation, emotions, personality, and culture, can each be tackled from an evolutionary perspective.  Hence, the raison d’être of the 
roundtable is to create a discussion centered on breaking down otherwise rigid disciplinary, methodological, and epistemological boundaries.

Facilitation of pre-conference discussions
The organizer of the roundtable (Gad Saad) will ask each participant to prepare a few examples from their research streams that highlight 

instances of methodological pluralism/diversity, consilience, and/or interdisciplinarity that were uniquely driven by the evolutionary lens.   
These will be collated into a working document that will then be passed around among all of the participants via email for comments and 
further suggestions.  Once a clear outline of the session emerges, the organizer will post this tentative agenda at the ACR Facebook group site 
and the ACR Knowledge Exchange forum as a means of generating interest among the larger community.  Schedule permitting, a get-together 
at the conference will be organized (prior to the roundtable) to go over key points to be discussed at the session.
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